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 Volunteer Test

T    F      1. Once you get to Turning Point, park as close to the arena as possible without blocking trailers.

T    F    2. The first things a volunteer should do when arriving at Turning Point are: sign the "Who's in the
Barn" sheet, log your hours in the notebook, put on your nametag and check the lesson plan.

T     F     3.  Instructors will brief volunteers before each session on the specific disabilities of the riders
coming and how to communicate or work with them. 

T     F     4.   Once horses are there, only horse leaders, not sidewalkers, are allowed in the arena.

T     F      5. Sidewalkers should follow the instructor's directions to gather equipment needed for the

session and carry it to the arena.

T     F      6. All volunteers should greet riders by introducing themselves and shaking hands.

T     F      7. Horse safety knowledge isn’t important for sidewalkers since they are responsible for
riders not horses.

T     F      8. Experienced horse leaders may lead two to three horses at a time into the arena
from the pasture.

T     F      9. In grooming before a session, it is important to pick all four feet of each horse unless you
notice a horse doesn’t want you to touch a certain foot.

T     F      10. During Turning Point sessions, horse leaders stay on the outside of the horse so

they can get out of the arena quickly if there’s an emergency. 

T     F      11. If a horse or a rider gets out of line during a session, consistency is important so 
volunteers should pop them lightly on the nose with a flat hand then tell the 
Instructor.

T     F      12. Due to confidentiality rules, if a rider tells you they are having a health issue that
day you should keep that conversation to yourself.

T     F     13. If a rider tells you they REALLY need to go to the restroom, you should get a
parent or a teacher’s aide to take them rather than do it yourself.

T     F      14. If a horse steps on your foot or tries to kick you, you should tell the instructor --even
if it wasn’t a big deal to you -- because it might be part of a dangerous pattern of behavior.

T     F     15.  If your rider is slipping or their saddle is slipping, you should immediately stop the

 horse and fix the problem. 
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T      F     16.   Turning Point is a good way to get volunteer or class credit so as soon as you have the
  hours you need, you should stop coming so other students have a chance to earn time. 

T      F     17.    The safest distance from a horse is  so close you can touch them where they can’t kick you
                very hard. 

T            F     18.    Even if a rider says “Don’t touch me!” sidewalkers should always stay close enough to
their rider that they could take their hand or arm if necessary for safety.

T      F     19.   If a rider doesn’t look at you when you speak to them, it means they are 

disrespectful and you should tell the instructor. 

T      F      20. As long as you don’t say last names, it’s OK to post on facebook or tell your friends about

the crazy things that happen during Turning Point sessions.

T      F     21. As soon as you’ve told the instructor anything your rider did during the session and returned
games or cones to the game room, if you’re a sidewalker, you can leave.

T      F     22. Unless there's an emergency, only instructors should help riders mount or dismount horses at

Turning Point.

T      F   23. If your rider doesn't respond when you give them instructions, calmly repeat the
instructions again and again until they do what you ask.

T      F     24. Watch a horse’s ears to know if they are aware of where you are.

T      F    25. Sidewalkers have an important job at the mounting ramp even before the rider gets on the
horse.  As the "offside," they take the reins to keep the horse from walking on too soon.

T      F      26. The purpose of the quick release knot is to let riders  get away quickly if a horse

gets spooked.

T  F      27.   Looping the lead rope around your hand when leading is forbidden because your 
hand could be severely injured if your horse pulls back.

T      28. All Turning Point horses should be led from the left side, and the leader's right hand should 
be as close as possible to the clip of the lead rope.

T      F     29.    Once preparations for a session are complete, any volunteer who is free should 

get on a horse and ride it around the arena to make sure they are ready. 

T      F      30. If riders get upset about putting on a helmet, volunteers should not insist as we

want to make riding a fun experience.

T      F      31. There is a Board member present at every session to make sure the Instructor is
following PATH standards.
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